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Topics
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2. The Golden Age
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Clobbered by Covid-19

• Intro – Joe Coffey
• Welcome – thanks for zooming!
• Today we’re going to discuss Greece and its triumphs and tragedies
• It has a sparkling ancient reputation but a mixed modern reputation thanks to its
financial crises and political chaos
• First, I must make a confession – this class was conceived months ago as a follow-up
to two cruises to Greece and the Mediterranean I was scheduled to lecture and then a
week of land travels in the Balkans
• As you would surmise, the trips were cancelled so some of the first-hand information I
had planned to collect and include did not happen.
• Nevertheless, I have visited Greece, parts of the Balkans, and most of the
Mediterranean several times and hope I can convey an understanding of this
important region
• Finally, I must also confess that this presentation has been changed somewhat since
the copies were emailed. If you would like an updated copy, I will post it on my
website Coffeynotes.com
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Greece & the Balkans
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Centuries of East-West conflicts
Impacted by WW I & II, Cold War, and
Collapse of USSR
All but Greece were once communist,
then switched to capitalism after Soviet
collapse
Very diverse religions, cultures,
languages and geopolitics
Class Schedule

Former Yugoslavia

1.Oct 29: Greece: Birth of West & Botched Quests
2.Nov 5: Yugoslavia: Unique creation and contentious collapse
3.Nov 12: Balkans: Life in Cold War Under Soviet Communism
4.Nov 19: Balkans: Post Cold War Conversions & Convulsions
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Greece and the Balkans
• The dark portion of the map indicates the area of the Balkans with the former Yugoslavia
outlined in green
• Southeast Europe, the area known as the Balkans, has been a battleground for empires - the
Romans and Byzantines, followed by the Venetians, Habsburgs, and Ottomans
• All these areas have been heavily impacted by World War I, World War II, and the Cold War
• All except Greece were communist countries during the Cold War and switched allegiance
from Communism to capitalism after the collapse of the Soviet Union
• Had pogroms, the Holocaust and the bloody dissolution of Yugoslavia, and a cauldron of
civilizational conflict up until the present.
•

Very diverse religions, cultures, languages and geopolitics

• Greece was the birthplace of democracy and progenitor of western culture
• Especially significant was the creation of 7 separate states after the bloody breakup of
Yugoslavia.
• Although only 12% of Europe’s population, the Balkans have been a large part of Europe’s
problems
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Greece is more than a historic and pivotal EastWest country – tops bucket lists
Acropolis

Rhodes

Santorini

Mykonos
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Greece is more than a historic and pivotal East-West country
– tops bucket lists
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3 major Balkan country groups –
Topped by older and richer Greece

2019 Profile of Balkans - (Current US $)
Country
Greece
Romania
Former Yugoslavia
Bulgaria
Albania
Moldova
Total

Independ- GDP/cap Populati GDP
Major Religion
ence year
ita
on (mil) ($ bil)

1821
1878
1918
1908
1912
1991

19,583
12,920
10,130
9,738
5,353
4,499
11,599

10.7
19.4
20.9
7.0
2.9
2.7
84.4

210
250
212
68
15
12
979

81% Orthodox
81% Orthodox
Mix
94% Orthodox
58% Islam
90% Orthodox
60% Orthodox

Balkan population same as Germany’s, but per capita GDP only ¼
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3 major Balkan country groups – Topped by older and richer
Greece
•

Balkans have a population of 84 million –about the same as Germany,
but a per capita GDP only ¼ of Germany’s

•

Greece has been independent longer than the other Balkan countries

•

Greece has a much higher per capita GDP, although when we look at
more detail of the former Yugoslavia Republics, we will see that
Slovenia has a higher GDP per capita

•

Today, Romania is the most populous.

•

Albania and Moldova are relatively small and have very low incomes

•

All these Balkan countries except Greece, suffered under communism
during the Cold War, but as we will explain in future lectures their
relationship with the Soviet Union varied substantially – especially Titoled former Yugoslavia.

“The role of the Greeks was pre-eminent in making this world…. They contributed more
than any other single people to its dynamism and …legacy. The Greeks … defined …
excellence … and their achievement remains difficult to exaggerate.” - J. M. Roberts and O. A.
Westad, The History of the World, p 166
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200,000-year history of Greece
(One of longest, most tumultuous and
precedent setting in human history)

7 very different lives of Greece
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

200 populated islands; ¾ area of FL

1st Europeans, Birth of West & Hellenization (200,000- 323 BC)
(West) Roman & East Roman (Byzantine) (146 BC to 1453)
Part of Ottoman Empire (1453-1827)
Modern Era and Independence (1830-1913)
Hot War Years - Balkan, WW I & II (1913-1945)
Cold War Years (1945-1990) – Aided by West
Economic Crisis and Return to Normal(1990-to date)
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200,000-year history of Greece
I.

First Europeans, Birth of West and Hellenization (200,000 BC- 323 BC)
•

II.

Earliest settlement outside Africa and oldest European civilization

Roman Protectorate & Byzantine (146 BC to 1453)
•

Conquered by Western Roman Empire then dominated Eastern Byzantine
orthodox empire

III. Ottoman Empire (1453-1827)
•

4 centuries under Muslim Ottomans

IV. Modern Era and Independence (1830-1913)
•

With aid of Great powers defeated Ottomans and gained independence

V. Hot War years- Balkans, WW I & II (1913-1945)
•

Split allegiance but joined Entente in WW I, defeat in Turkey

•

Devastated by Nazis and wrecked by civil war

VI. Cold War Years (1945-1990)
•

Greek miracle growth aided by Marshall Plan and EU

VII. Economic Crisis and Return to Normal(1990-to date)
•

Hard-hit by Great Recession and needed bailouts

•

Return to normal until Covid-19 hurt economy
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Contributions of Ancient Greece
Cradle of Western Civilization
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Democracy: Pericles
Philosophy: Socrates, Plato, Aristotle
Architecture: 5 of 7 Wonders of Ancient World
Literature: Iliad and Odyssey, myths, fables, poetry
Math & Science: Geometry, astronomy, atomic theory
Medicine: Public health, Hippocratic Oath
Arts: Drama, acting, and comedy
Olympic games: 776 BC counting date for Geeks

“[T]here is hardly anything secular in our culture that does
not come from Greece" - Will Durant, Story of Civilization
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Greece – Cradle of Western Civilization

•

Olympic games

•

Democracy (Pericles)

•

Hippocratic Oath - moral code of medical ethics

•

Theatrical drama, acting, and comedy

•

Philosophy – (Aristotle, Socrates, Plato)

•

Architecture - Ionian, Doric and Corinthian

•

Literature -Iliad and Odyssey, myths, fables, poetry and mythology

•

Mathematics and Science - Geometry (Euclid), astronomy (see
Aristarhos),atomic theory

•

Languages based on Greek – thousands Greek words in all modern
languages
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Misunderstood Greeks ”That’s Greek to me”

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Strange language –”That’s Greek to me”? Yet, 3,500 years
old, language of New Testament and Mediterranean
Invented democracy? Yes, but very limited - only a minority of
upper-class male, landowners, native, non-slaves eligible to vote
Ancient nation? Yes, but independence only in 1821
Conquered by Romans? Yes, but Romans absorbed much
Geopolitically irrelevant? No, at East/West pivot, especially
crucial in Cold War
Pleasure seekers? Yes, fabled for island paradises and yachts,
but very hard workers-work longer hours than most
Great achievers? Yes, but recurring triumphs & tragedies
Megali (Great) Idea? Unrealistic ambition to reoccupy Istanbul
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The misunderstood Greeks -”That’s Greek to me”
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Strange language? Hardly, 3,500 years old, language of New Testament and
widespread in the Mediterranean and the Balkans, basis of Latin, Cyrillic, and
many other writing systems and was language of astronomy, and mathematics.
Invented democracy? Yes, but a very limited form - only a minority of male,
free, native, citizens were eligible to vote
Ancient nation? An ancient civilization but became an independent nation only
in 1821
Conquered by Romans? Yes, but the Romans preserved and admired many
Greek traditions - more accurate to say they adopted the Greeks.
Geopolitically irrelevant? At cutting-edge of Cold War and prompted the
Truman Doctrine which limited spread of Soviet Union
Pleasure seekers? Fabled for their island paradises and luxurious yachts, but
very hard workers-work longer hours than most countries in Europe
Great achievers? Yes, great achievements in art, literature, philosophy and
science, but also prone to a recurring cyclical pattern of one-step forward and
two backward.
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Achievements of Golden Age of Athens (480-404 BC)
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Political hegemony, economic growth & culture flourished
150 states (Delian League) paid tribute
Built the Athenian Acropolis
Peaked after peace with Persia in 449 BC
Lasting legacies in Western Culture
Flowering of the Great Greeks
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Golden Age of Athens (480-404 BC)
◼
Athenian political hegemony, economic growth and
cultural flourishing
◼
Began when defeated Persians at Salamis
◼
Built the Athenian Acropolis
◼
Guided by Pericles
◼
Lasting legacies in Western Culture
◼
Age of Great Greeks - playwrights Aeschylus, Sophocles
and Euripides; historians Herodotus and Thucydides;
physician Hippocrates, and philosophers Socrates,
Plato, and Aristotle
◼
Military and external affairs under citizen control
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Golden Age
(480-404 BC)
due to a unique
combination of
factors

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Geography – favorable climate, Aegean Sea islands ideal for
seafaring, commerce and colonization, end of Silk Road
Proximity to capitalize on older civilizations’ achievements
Pericles’ leadership of inclusiveness
Honest and accountable government with paid officials
Public safety and accurate market measures
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Ancient Greek excellence due to a unique combination of
factors
•

Sun-drenched but seasonal climate which provided optimal
encouragement for a vigorous outdoor life

•

Geography – Aegean Sea islands ideal for seafaring,
commerce and colonization
Proximity of older established civilizations whose
achievements were waiting to be imported and developed

•

•

Pericles’ leadership of inclusiveness

•

Honest, rotational, accountable and paid officials

•

Public safety and accurate market measures

Source: Norman Davies, Europe: A History, 1999
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Acropolis: Greatest Glory of Greece’s Golden Age
Parthenon

• Citadel built during Golden Age of Pericles 500 BC
• Symbol of Greek legacy and democracy
• Parthenon – Initially a Greek Temple and later
Church/Treasury/Ammo depot/Ottoman Mosque
10

Acropolis & Parthenon
• Acropolis means 'high city'. Most city-states in ancient Greece had at their
centre a rocky mound or hill where they built their important temples and
where the people could retreat to if under attack.
• Home to one of the most famous buildings in the world: the Parthenon
• Parthenon - center of religious life of Athens - head of Delian League
• Built in 5 century B.C.- symbol of the power, wealth and elevated culture
of Athens - largest and lavish temple in Greece
• In Byzantine Period, Parthenon was turned into Christian Church
• After the Ottoman conquest, Parthenon used to garrison Turkish army
• In 1687 siege by the Venetians, Parthenon, used as gunpowder
magazine, was severely damaged
• Symbol of the Greek legacy and of the glories of Classical Greece.
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Why Golden Age (480404 BC) ended?
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Peloponnesian War with Sparta (431404 BC) broke back of classical Greece
Philip of Macedonia (Alexander’s father)
conquered Greek city states in 338 BC
Rome in 146 BC conquered Greece
Though Greece declined its culture
survived
Alexander the Great and Romans
adopted and spread Greek (Hellenistic)
culture
"Greece, although captured, took its wild conqueror
captive“ – Horace (65-8 BC) Roman poet
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Why Ancient Greece Fell?
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

After peace with Persia in 449 BC, Delian league continued. At its peak, over 150 states
were paying tribute to Athens
Delian League (or Athenian League) was an alliance of Greek city-states led by Athens and
formed in 478 BCE to liberate eastern Greek cities from Persian rule and as a defense to
possible revenge attacks from Persia
Athens continued with a series of struggles which drove her in the direction of democracy.
It was the Peloponnesian War that began in 431 BC and lasted 27 years until 404 BC that
broke the back of classical Greece
Mycenaean civilization, Europe's first major civilization, dominated the Peloponnese from
1600 to 1200 BC.
Athens could not match Sparta on land but could on the sea, but Athens was unsuccessful
in capturing Syracuse the most important colony in Sicily and this resulted ultimately in the
defeat of Athens and in 404 BC. They made peace with Sparta
The war was covered by the immortal book by Thucydides, “History of the Peloponnesian
war.”-The first work of contemporary as well as of scientific history
Startlingly, during the war years came to fruition the greatest achievement in civilization
the world had ever seen.

Source: J. M. Roberts and O. A. Westad, The History of the World, Sixth Edition, Oxford University Press,
2013, p.181-3
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Greek (Hellenistic) civilization encompassed much
Mediterranean and Black Sea littorals

From death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC
and Roman conquest of Egypt 30BC
12

Greek (Hellenistic) period or civilization
• Period between death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC and
emergence of ancient Rome battle of Actium in 31 BC and
conquest of Ptolemaic Egypt in 30 BC
• Greek cultural influence and power at its peak
• Bordered shoreline of much of Mediterranean and Black Sea
• After Alexander the Great, Greek culture and language spread

• Greek culture was a fusion of the Ancient Greek world with that
of Near East and Asia
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Modern Greece: 200-year
Chronology of Triumphs &
Tragedies
(Pivot point of East and West)

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

1821-29: Independence after 350 years of
Ottomans – Europe’s 1st successful revolution
1912-13: Greece’s expansion in Balkans; opening shot of WW I
1919-22: Invaded Ottomans after WW I but defeated by Turks
1941: Early resistance to Fascists & Nazis during WW II
1946-49: Greek Civil War prelude and front line of Cold War
1947: Prompted Truman doctrine to contain Soviets
1974: Led democratization wave of 1980s and 1990s
1981: 1st of East to join EU and adopt euro (2002)
2009-13: Economic crisis, GREXIT threat, and Bailouts
2014-20: Recovery and return to “normal” again until Covid hit
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Chronology of 200 years of Modern Greece
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

1821-1829: Independence after 350 years Ottoman rule - 1st
successful national revolution of Europe
1912-13: Greece irredentism in Balkans Wars, opening shot of WW I
1919-22: Invaded Ottomans after WW I but defeated by Turks
1923: Greece -Turkey 1.6 mil. population exchange
1941: Early and most visible resistance to Nazis during WW II
1946-49: Greek Civil War prelude and front line of Cold War
1947: Triggered US Truman doctrine to contain Soviets
1974: Led democratization wave of 1980s and 1990s
1981: 1st of East to join EU and adopt euro (2002)
2009-13: Economic crisis, GREXIT threat, and Bailout
2014-20: Recovery and return to “normal” again until Covid
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Greek identity paradox: recurring
cycles of triumphs and tragedies
Tragedy and comedy masks

◼

◼

◼

Story of nationalism, Civil War, autocracy, democracy,
polarization, populism, and modernization
Ambitious projects of state building, democratization,
and development that foreshadowed many other
developing nations
But recurring booms and busts of highly ambitious
projects that produced disastrous failures, bailouts,
yet ultimately positive outcomes
14

Modern Greece’s identity paradox of recurring cycles of Triumphs and
Tragedies
• A story about broad themes such as nationalism, state building, Civil War, autocracy
and democracy, polarization, populist politics, and especially, the process of
modernization.
•

Greece is an unlikely trailblazer-a latter modernizer whose history foreshadowed
trends in world politics.

•

Greece launched ambitious projects of state building, democratization, and economic
development that augured those of many developing nations.

•

A recurring pattern of Greek history-a succession of particular boom and bust cycles
that begin with highly ambitious projects that produce disastrous failures, extensive
foreign bailouts, and ultimately positive outcomes

•

At the cost $300 billion, Greece got most expensive financial rescue as well as the
largest adjustment program implemented by IMF and first one implemented by
European country since the end of World War II

•

Greece had ancient symbols of comedy and tragedy. In Greek theatre, actors in
tragic roles wore tragic mask and wearing boots called buskins and mask of comedy
wearing socks

Source: Stathis Kalyvas, Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know, Oxford, 2015, p 3
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Greece early to democracy but lost it thrice
Greece: Democracy (Polity 2) Score
Democracy line

King George
1827
1834
1841
1848
1855
1862
1869
1876
1883
1890
1897
1904
1911
1918
1925
1932
1939
1946
1953
1960
1967
1974
1981
1988
1995
2002
2009
2016

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10

1) Greco-Turk War
2) Metaxas
Polity 2

◼

◼
◼

3) Coup

Democracy Line

Attained democracy in 1868 – before Spain (1900), France
(1876), Germany(1919), or Turkey (1946)
But had 3 non-democratic periods between 1914-75
In 1975 regained and retained democracy – though had some
close calls
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Greece early to democracy but lost it thrice
◼

◼

◼

◼

Greek War of Independence (Greek Revolution) (1821-30) when
Ottomans got Egypt to fight Greece and in 1825, Peloponnese was
under Egyptian control
Great Powers of Russia, Britain and France destroyed Ottoman fleet at
Battle of Navarino, October 20, 1827 and after 8 years of war, Greece
finally recognized as an independent sovereign state in 1830
Attained democracy in 1868 – years before Spain (1900), France
(1876), Germany(1919), or Turkey (1946)
But had 3 non-democratic periods between 1914-75
◼
Turmoil in Greco-Turk War after WW I
•

Metaxas (1936-41) Ruled as strongman

•

Still considered “a flawed democracy” (ranks 39th on democracy
index and 48th on Corruption Perception Index)
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World War I &
Aftermath

All but
yellow
Greece
today

Almost
doubled

◼
◼

◼

◼

Pre-WW I Balkan Wars - almost doubled size
In WW I, had 2 governments - pro-German & proEntente, but united in 1917 and joined Entente
Aftermath of WW I, attempted reclaim eastern native
Greek population, but defeated by Turks in 1922
Exited from east (yellow) and had tumultuous population
exchange with Turkey of 1.6 million
16

World War I & Aftermath
• Pre WW I reforms and Balkan Wars -almost doubled
• In WW I, had two governments - pro-German & pro-Entente, but united in
1917 and joined Entente
• Aftermath of WW I, attempted irredentist expansion east where large
native Greek population, but defeated in Greco-Turkish War of 1919–
1922
• Exited from east (yellow) and had population exchange with Turkey of 1.6
million

Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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WW II – brave &
fierce opposition
but tragic end in
Nazi atrocities

◼

◼
◼

In 1940, Fascist Italy demanded surrender, but was
repelled, resulting in Allies first victory over Axis on land
Despite fierce resistance, fell to Nazis in 1941
Nazis committed mass atrocities and destruction
◼
◼
◼

½ million deaths - 7% of population
80-90% of 73,000 Jews decimated
Million Greeks left homeless
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WW II – fierce opposition but fell
• In 1940, Fascist Italy demanded surrender, but was repelled Allies first victory over Axis forces on land
• Despite fierce resistance, fell to Germany in 1941
• German occupiers committed atrocities, mass executions, and
wholesale slaughter of civilians and destruction of towns and
villages in reprisals
• Suffered total deaths of ½ million - 7% of population
• 80-90% of 73,000 Jews decimated
• Million Greeks left homeless
Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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Tragic Greek Civil War
(1944-49), then
recovery triumph
Communist supported by Soviets
vs. anti-communist Greek
government supported by UK & US
◼ Early struggle of Cold War and US
foreign involvement
◼ Military coup in April 1967 and
human rights abuses were rampant
▪ Despite social strife, Greece had rapid economic
growth until 1972 aided by U.S. Marshall Plan
◼
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Greek Civil War (1944-49)
•

Descended into bloody civil war between communist forces and anticommunist Greek government

•

One of earliest struggles of Cold War resulted in further economic
devastation

•

Military coup in April 1967 and human rights abuses were rampant

•

Despite social strife, Greece had rapid economic growth until 1972
aided by U.S. Marshall Plan

Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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Despite tragedies –
triumphed over
communism
East-West Pivot

◼
◼
◼

Became a client state of US and anchored in West
Achieved unprecedented economic development
Turbulence of 1920 to 1950 can be viewed as
◼
◼

◼

Succession of wars, coups and political calamities, or
Ambitious modernization ending in occupation and Civil War

Despite tragedies, Greece triumphed over
potentially the most consequential and long-term
disaster - Sovietization

19

Despite great turbulence, death and destruction
– avoided communism
• Became a client state of US and anchored in West under Truman
Doctrine
• Achieved unprecedented economic development - far ahead of Balkan
neighbors
• Turbulence of 1920 to 1950 can be viewed either as succession of wars,
coups and political calamities or an ambitious reform and modernization
push ending in occupation and Civil War
• Despite crises and calamities, Greece avoided the most consequential
and long-term disaster - a communist transformation and Sovietization

Source: Stathis Kalyvas, Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to Know, Oxford,
2015, p 98-99
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Greek economic miracles & tragedies
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Greece’s economic cycles
• Rapid growth in the 1960-80 as recovered from devastation of
World War II
• GDP per capita rose significantly after joining the EU
• From 1960-2008-GDP per capita rose sixfold $5000 to $30,000
• Hard-hit after the euro crisis of 2009
• In past five years began moderate economic recovery but
Covid-19 again hard-hit in 2020
•

Economy is expected to decline 9.5% in 2020

• Per capita GDP in 2020 will be lower than it was in 1997
• Unemployment and government deficit also projected to rise –
third of young unemployed
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Triumph: Democracy
returns & prosperity

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

In 1975, first multiparty elections since 1964 and
democratic constitution
Rejoined NATO in 1980
Became member of EU in January 1981
Began growth thanks to funds from EU, tourism &
shipping
Standard of living reached unprecedented levels
Adopted euro in 2001
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Democracy returns & prosperity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In 1975, first multiparty elections since 1964 and democratic
constitution
Andreas Papandreou socialist (PASOK) and conservative New
Democracy party dominated next four decades
Rejoined NATO in 1980
Became member of EU in January 1981
Began growth thanks to funds from EU, growing revenues from tourism,
shipping, and services
Standard of living reached unprecedented levels
Adopted euro in 2001

Source: Greece, from Wikipedia
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Greek economic crisis:
Extend-and-pretend

◼
◼

◼

After adopting Euro – cheaper money led to higher debt
Recession in 2009 during financial crisis - failed to address
a growing budget and trade deficits
Pressured by EU and IMF to accept multiple bank bailouts
of “extend-and-pretend”
1.
2.
3.

In May 2010, emergency bailout loans of $147 billion
In October 2011, 2nd bailout of $169 billion
In January 2015, 3rd $96 billion bailout averted GREXIT
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Extend and pretend - Greece economic crisis

2009 crisis is latest of boom bust bailout cycles, and a classic case of
Greece's overreaching and overestimation of its capacity
• Greece has a large public sector of 40% of GDP
• Recession in 2009 during financial crisis and failure to address a
growing budget and trade deficits
• Under pressure from EU accepted unpopular bailout and austerity
• In May 2010, emergency bailout loans of $147 billion
• In October 2011, second bailout of $169 billion
• In 2014, despite start of recovery, discontent led to election of Radical
Left (SYRIZA)
• In January 2015, a 3rd $96 billion bailout averted GREXIT
www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/gr.html and
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2019/11/14/GreeceSelected-Issues-48807
•
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Greece looking
East again as
tightens ties to
China

▪

▪
▪

▪

In 2016, China’s shipping firm Cosco purchased a
majority stake in Piraeus port
Piraeus - Greece’s largest and Europe’s 7th biggest
Plans to invest $660 mil. to make it biggest between
Europe and Asia and, potentially, in Europe
Greece has joined China’s massive Belt and Road Project
-multitrillion-dollar infrastructure program to link China
23
with 100 countries

China wants to turn Greece's Piraeus port into Europe's
biggest
• China is looking to transform Greece’s Piraeus port into the biggest
harbor in Europe — making it the most crucial transit hub for trade
between Asia and Europe.
• In 2016, China’s shipping firm Cosco purchased a majority stake in
Piraeus port.
• Piraeus is Greece’s largest harbor — and Europe’s seventh biggest
• Cosco plans to invest $660 million)to transform it into the biggest transit
hub between Europe and Asia and, potentially, the biggest port in Europe
• Greece and China are tightening their ties – Greece has joined China’s
Belt and Road Project
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Big oil & gas
discoveries roiling
Med and boosting
economic
prospects

▪
▪
▪
▪

Geopolitics volatile in Eastern Med stemming from large
discovery of oil and gas in seabed
Greece, Israel, Egypt, Italy, Jordan and Palestinian
territories made deal that omitted Turkey
Incensed Turks have even threated war
This is playing to Russia’s advantage by causing serious
rifts in NATO of Turkey vs. Greece
24

Big oil discovery roiling Greek waters and boosting
prospects
• Situation is volatile in the eastern Mediterranean stemming largely from
the discovery of large deposits of oil and natural gas in the seabed – of 2
billion barrels of oil and 4 trillion cubic meters of natural gas
• In 2019 Greece, Israel, Egypt, Italy, Jordan and the Palestinian territories
— but not Turkey (their former Ottoman master)
• Turks were incensed and have begun tensions at a new high and
condemnation of the European Union.
• Greece proposed extending territorial sea claims causing the Turks to
threated war
• This is playing to Russia’s advantage by causing serious rifts in NATO of
Turkey vs. Greece

Source: bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-09-02/greeceturkey-and-oil-raise-fears-of-war-in-the-mediterranean
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Greece: Triumphs & Tragedies
Summary & Conclusions
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

One of oldest, most tumultuous and precedent-setting in
human history at East-West pivot
But gilded past tarnished recurrent triumphs & tragedies
Economy hit by Covid decline in tourism and shipping
Growing ties to China and discovery of oil & gas in
Mediterranean boost economics but complicates geopolitics
Just as returning to normal, faces tension with Turkey and
Covid-19 setback of tourism and shipping
Wonderful place to visit the astounding Acropolis and
sparkling islands with whitewashed villages

Class #2, Nov 5: Nov 5: Yugoslavia: Unique creation & contentious collapse
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Greece: Birth of West & Botched Quests
Summary & Conclusions
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Gilded history tarnished by botched quests and crises
Deja Vue - historical pattern of recurrent feats followed by colossal
failures
Economy hit by Covid decline in tourism and shipping
Investments by China in Piraeus port and discovery of oil & gas in
Mediterranean boost prospects
But conflict with Turkey over oil rights and Covid could trigger another
cycle downturn
Still an excellent place to visit the astounding Acropolis and sparkling
islands with whitewashed villages
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Background & Supplementary Information

Glossary for Greece
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Eastern question: European Great Powers concerns of instability in Ottoman Empire ("sick
man of Europe” due to wars with Russia) from late 18th to early 20th centuries that
threatened to undermine the balance of power.
Enosis: Movement of Greek communities that live outside Greece for incorporation of the
regions that they inhabit into the Greek state.
Grand Idea: From its very beginning Greece saw itself as the center of Europe standing
between East and West, ultimately expanding the idea in 1840s to not merely to civilize the
East, but to extend its borders to encompass all Greeks with its capital at Constantinople.
Grexit: Term coined in 2012 for possibility Greece would exit Eurozone due to its debt crisis.
Hellas: Greek word for Greece as a whole, name its modern inhabitants know it by.
Irredentism: A movement that seeks to claim or reclaim land "lost" (or "unredeemed")
territory from their past.
Ohi (the no) Day: On 28 October 1940, Fascist Italy demanded surrender, but Greeks
refused, giving Allies their first victory and becoming public holiday.
Peloponnese: Large peninsula of million population near Athens, home of Mycenaean
civilization, Europe's first major civilization, and home of Spartans who in Peloponnesian War
(431-404 BC) broke the back of classical Greece.
Philhellenism ( “Lover of Greece”): Intellectual fashion beginning in 19th century to
support Greece politically and militarily.
“Sick man of Europe”: From 1750’s Ottoman Empire was considered fatally weakened by
wars against Russia but survived until WW I after which Ataturk founded Turkey in 1923.
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Greece GDP/capita declined relative to UK,
but rose after WW II until 2009 crisis
Greece & UK GDP per Capita
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Split of Church Eastern Orthodox vs.
Catholic Church
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
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In the fourth century A.D., the Roman Empire split in half, dividing Eastern Europe
and the Balkan Peninsula down the middle.
11th century Great Schism
◼

◼

330 - Roman Empire split in middle of Balkan Peninsula
1054 - Great Schism of Roman Catholicism in Latin vs.
Eastern Orthodoxy in Istanbul in Greek
Differences in language and separation by distances led
to differences in theology and organization
Catholic modernized but Orthodox stayed with traditions
Catholicism centered at Vatican, but Orthodox didn’t
Orthodox decorations are not lifelike but metaphysical

Roman Catholicism in West (based in Rome and including most of Western and Central
Europe)
Eastern or Byzantine Orthodoxy in the east (based in Constantinople— today’s
Istanbul— and prevalent in far-eastern Europe, Russia, the eastern half of the Balkan
Peninsula, and Greece).

Catholic modernized but Eastern Orthodox Church stayed true to the earliest
traditions
Catholicism centered at Vatican, but Eastern Orthodox administratively
independent branches – Russian, Serbian, Greek, etc. Orthodox Church
Greek constitution recognizes Orthodox Christianity as the “prevailing” religion and
Archbishop of Athens as Greece’s “pope.”
Unlike Catholic Church decorations, Orthodox icons (golden paintings of saints) are
not intended to be lifelike but metaphysical
Source: Abstracted from Steves, Rick (2012-10-16). Rick Steves' Mediterranean
Cruise Ports (Kindle Locations 17077-17113). Avalon Travel. Kindle Edition.
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Greek Gods & Roman
Counterparts
◼

◼

◼

Greeks believed that the gods and goddesses watched over them were like
humans, but immortal and much more powerful.
Lived in a cloud-palace above Mount Olympus, the highest mountain in
Greece, and looked down to watch what people were doing and interfered.

Greek Gods & Roman Counterparts

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/ancient_greeks/gods_and_heroes/
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I. First Europeans, Birth of West and Hellenization
(200,000 BC- 323 BC)
◼
◼
◼

◼

Contains oldest remains modern humans outside Africa, 210,000 years ago
First advanced civilizations in Europe and birthplace of Western civilisation
Early Mycenae and later Minoan civilizations collapsed violently in 1200 BC, ushered
in Greek Dark Ages
Dark Ages ended 776 BC with first Olympic Games around time of Homer’s Iliad and

Odyssey
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Greeks spread to Black Sea, Southern Italy ("Magna Graecia") and Asia Minor
Greek overthrow of Persia failed, but defeated Persia at Marathon in 490 BC
Victory in Greco-Persian pivotal in world history as 50 years of peace of Golden Age
of Athens followed
But lack of political unity led to Peloponnesian War (431–404 BC), won by Sparta
and demise of Athenian Empire
Alexander the Great conquered Persian Empire and at his death in 323 BC, had
created one of largest empires in history, stretching from Greece to India
Upon Alexander’s death, his empire split into Seleucid Empire, Ptolemaic Egypt, the
Greco-Bactrian Kingdom, and Indo-Greek Kingdom
Many Greeks migrated to these areas and resulted in Hellenistic civilization
30

II. Roman Protectorate & Byzantine (146 BC to 1453)
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

In 146 BC, Greece became a Roman protectorate, but as Roman poet Horace
famously stated: "Greece, although captured, took its wild conqueror captive"
Greek-speaking communities of Hellenized East were instrumental in the spread
of early Christianity in 2nd and 3rd centuries and New Testament was written in
Greek
Eastern Roman Empire, following fall of Western Roman Empire in 5th century, is
known as Byzantine Empire
From 4th century, Balkan territories, including Greece, suffered from barbarian
and Slavic invasions which in 7th century collapsed imperial authority in the Greek
peninsula
Until 8th century Greece was under jurisdiction of Rome
Then Byzantine border moved westward and controlled Greece
During 11th and 12th centuries, Greece benefiting from strong economic growth
and spread Greek ideas
Byzantine lasted until 1453 with its capital in Constantinople, its language, culture
and religion was predominantly Greek
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III. Ottoman Empire (1453-1827)
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

After the fall of Constantinople to Ottomans in 1453, Byzantine Greek
scholars, fled to West significantly contributing to Renaissance
Greece suffered the taxes and serfdom under the Ottomans
16th and 17th centuries regarded as "dark age" in Greek history, with the
prospect of overthrowing Ottoman rule appearing remote
However, in 18th century, due to their mastery of shipping and commerce,
Greek merchants came to dominate trade within Ottoman Empire and revived
the notion of a Greek nation
Greeks in 1821 declared war on Ottomans
By 1825, Peloponnese was under Egyptian control at behest of Ottomans
Great powers France, Russia, and UK intervened and at Battle of Navarino
(20 October 1827) destroyed Ottoman–Egyptian fleet
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IV. Modern Era and Independence (1830-1913)
▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

Greek state was finally recognized under London Protocol in 1830
Great Powers of Britain, France and Russia installed Bavarian Prince
Otto von who ruled in its first 11 years of independence
Otto was deposed in 1862 Revolution and replaced by Prince Wilhelm of
Denmark, who took the name George I
Corruption and overspending forced public insolvency in 1893
In Greco-Turkish War of 1897 Greek army was defeated by the
Ottomans
Military coup in August 1909 and Prime Minister Venizelos initiated
reforms and led into Balkan Wars
By 1913, Greece's territory and population had almost doubled
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V. Hot War years- Balkans, WW I & II (1913-1945)
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

During early WW I, Greece had two governments: pro-German and proEntente
But they united in 1917 when Greece entered WW I on side of the Entente
In aftermath of WW I, Greece attempted further expansion into Asia Minor, a
region with a large native Greek population
But was defeated in the Greco-Turkish War of 1919–1922
Population exchange between Greece and Turkey was marked by instability,
as over 1.5 million propertyless Greek refugees from Turkey had to be
integrated into Greek society
In 1936, General Metaxas inaugurated a period of authoritarian rule that
would last until 1974
On 28 October 1940, Fascist Italy demanded surrender, but Greeks refused
and drove Italian forces into Albania, giving the Allies their first victory over
Axis forces and becoming “Ohi (the no) Day” public holiday
Greece would eventually fall to Nazis occupation which committed
devastating hardships, atrocities and destruction in revenge
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VI. Cold War Years (1945-1990)
▪

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Following liberation and Allied victory, Greece soon descended into civil war
between communist and anti-communist Greek government until 1949
The conflict, one of earliest struggles of Cold War, resulted in further
economic devastation, mass population displacement and severe political
polarization for the next thirty years
Although post-WW II decades had social strife, Greece nonetheless
experienced rapid economic growth and recovery, aided by Marshall Plan
In 1952 Greece joined NATO, reinforcing its membership in Western Bloc of
Cold War
Political turbulence led coup 1967, with civil rights suspended, political
repression, human rights abuses, and state-sanctioned torture
Economic growth remained rapid before plateauing in 1972
In 1974, Turkey invaded Cyprus, triggering a political crisis that led to
regime's collapse and the restoration of democracy
Greece rejoined NATO in 1980 and became 10th member of EU in 1981,
ushering in a period of sustained growth
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VII. Economic Crisis and Return to Normal(1990-to
date)
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Widespread investments, EU funds and growing revenues from tourism,
shipping, and a fast-growing service sector raised Greece’s standard of living
to unprecedented levels
Greece adopted euro in 2001 and successfully hosted 2004 Summer Olympic
Games
Greece has suffered greatly from the Great Recession and Euro Crisis of 2008
Greek government-debt crisis, and subsequent austerity policies, have
resulted in protests and social strife
Greece sold its major port to China and joined China’s Belt and Road project
Practicing “Extend and Pretend,” Greece recovered from worst of crisis and
returned to normal until Covid-19 Crisis crippled Greece’s tourism and
shipping industries
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